EXPERIENCE THE GREAT AMERICAN ECLIPSE
INDIAN WATERS COUNCIL STYLE! AUG 19-21

IT’S ONCE IN A LIFETIME SCOUTING FAMILY EVENT!

Camp Barstow is the closest place to see the Eclipse. You won’t get another chance to see a Solar Eclipse in until 2052! Dr. April Hiscox and her team from USC do Eclipse Experiments with the help of Scouts! University of Virginia Astronomy professor Dr. Ed Murphy teaches Astronomy Merit Badge and explains every phase of the eclipse. These experts chose Camp Barstow for a reason, so follow their lead and come to Barstow!

A FULL WEEKEND OF SCOUTING FUN!

Three days of great meals, fun camp activities and merit badge, STEM Nova and other classes! All of our awesome Camp Barstow activity areas will be open – so you can swim at the waterfront, shoot at the shooting ranges, climb and challenge yourself at the climbing towers and have some great family fun. The schedule is flexible, so you can fill up on classes or kick back and relax – it’s up to you! Classes include Merit Badges for Astronomy, Weather, and other STEM badges, Cubs can earn belt loops, too, and everyone can work on meeting requirements for the special STEM NOVA award. You’ll get a limited edition 2017 Indian Waters Council Eclipse Patch AND a BSA Eclipse Patch for participating in this event! Who knew our Camp Barstow would be on the center line of this once in a lifetime event and the center of such attention! Come join us for a weekend of family fun you’ll remember forever. Only $75 for three full days of activities, meals and Barstow Eclipse FUN! VISIT www.indianwaters.org TODAY!

REGISTER BY JULY 30 AND GET A 20% EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT!